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"Rabbi Antelman expresses the view that when the CFR-affiliated Jewish
Power Elite saw they would not be able to stop Zionism and the creation of
the state of Israel, they decided they would 'join it,' gain control of it, and
destroy it from within." -- Richard Gilman - Editor, Conspiracy Digest
 
We all owe a huge debt to Rabbi Marvin Antelman, the first Jew to try to
decipher the real conspiracy to destroy Jews and Judaism, which, as we all
know, is in full swing today.
 
Way back in 1974, before any of us had heard of the illuminati or the
Council On Foreign Relations (CFR), Rabbi Antelman published his book
To Eliminate The Opiate and exposed their covert war against religion,
focusing on their battle plan to extinguish Judaism, but with great
implications for Christianity as well.
 
This book is now found on literally all the lists of classic conspiracy
literature. It has drawn praise for its deep scholarship even from researchers
who clearly have no great love for Jews. Its crowning achievement was to
prove that Jews are the chief victims of the New World Order, not its chief
promulgators. However, that is not to say that Judaism lacks powerful
traitors.
 
After 28 years, Rabbi Antelman has published the second volume of To
Eliminate The Opiate. And those traitors are named; oh, how they are
named!
 
In his new volume, Rabbi Antelman traces the treachery from within. He
begins with Judaism's false messiah of the seventeenth century, Shabbetai
Tzvi. He had convinced, perhaps, half of world Jewry that he was the true
messiah and a vast Sabbatian movement promoted his messianic ambitions.
However, the Ottoman Turks had a different view of him, and on threat of
execution, successfully persuaded him to recant.
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As far as most Jews are concerned, that was the end of the Sabbatian
phenomenon. But Rabbi Antelman proves that his most ardent followers in
Turkey have kept his movement alive through the centuries, with great help
the next century from one Jacob Frank, who reintroduced Sabbatianism to
Europe, and by this route to America and Israel. Rabbi Antelman refers to
today's believers as "satanic Sabbatian Frankists."
 
Satanistic, because Rabbi Antelman charges that Shabbetai Tzvi promoted
an anti-Judaism, an image in reverse of G-d's intended religion. So, while,
true Judaism's aim is the survival of His people, Sabbatianism's goal is the
elimination of Judaism. This explanation does much to increase our
understanding of a characteristic unique to one people, Jewish self-hatred, or
the desire to destroy your own flesh and blood.
 
But according to Rabbi Antelman, Tzvi's followers took his perverse
thinking much farther than he ever dared.
 
"Sabbatian cults are well documented in the Encyclopedia Judaica and in the
writings of distinguished Israeli academics including the late Professor Y.
Tishbi, Yehuda Liebes and Yaacov Katz. In a nutshell, these groups
practised incest, adultery and homosexuality. They conspired with the
Illuminati with goals of destroying all religions and fusing all nations into
one." pp 256
 
"Gershon Scholem has traced the incestuous practises of the Sabbatians to
that of Earth Mother worship." pp 123
 
"With New Age charitable trusts such as the Youngwood Institute, one finds
disgust of the Jewish and Christian groups that have to be exterminated.
Accordingly, in the next 'burnt offering' being planned, religious Jews and
so-called fundamental Christians are at the top of the list." pp 208
 
According to Rabbi Antelman's chronology, in the 1770s Jacob Frank made
a pact with one Adam Weishaupt, a Jewish-born Jesuit, to enlist his
Sabbatians to join Weishaupt's Illuminati. During the French Revolution,
documents were discovered which exposed the Illuminati's plan to destroy
the foundations of European civilization; family, religion, royalty and
morality, through revolutions. Weishaupt's organization was formally
banned throughout Europe, so a decision was made to infiltrate the
relatively benign Freemasonry and instill Illuminism from within. The plan
worked and as Rabbi Antelman observes:
 
"While the Illuminati have attempted to subvert Freemasonry, it should be
noted that Freemasonry per se is suspect despite the fine people who join its
ranks. Lower degree Masons have been duped into thinking that the
Masonry building symbols were connected with Solomon's Temple. Many
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Jewish Freemasons erroneously think that there is some sort of Jewish
element or tradition in Freemasonry because of this. If they knew the truth
their hair would stand on end. In effect, Freemasonry supports the Islamic
concepts of conquest of Judaism and its destruction as taught in the Koran,
and today the Dome Of The Rock is a perpetual symbol of the destruction of
the Temple." pp 121
 
"For this reason, the Illuminati preferred to subvert Masonic groups, which
they so hated, because much of Masonic ritual is transmitted from
generation to generation, providing a vehicle to transmit an antinomian
torah of evil over the ages." pp 89
 
Rabbi Antelman's research provides ample evidence that large-scale
Sabbatianism was introduced to Judaism through the Reform and
Conservative movements and through organizations such as the American
Jewish Congress headed by a rather blatant traitor, CFR executive Henry
Seigman, the World Jewish Congress, founded by the CFR's Bronfman
family and the Bnai Brith, which was initially a branch of Freemasonry, and
may, unknown to most members, still be. It is the traitors from within which
anger Rabbi Antelman, more even than their gentile superiors:
 
"While we are focusing on apostate Jewish Illuminati, it must be reiterated
that the Bundist-Illuminati were predominantly of Christian birth, both
among the membership and the leadership. However, they found it most
suited to their ends, as the Communists or the CFR elitists of today do, to
utilize the intellectual talents of these Jewish-born apostates. They were
especially placed in conspicuous positions so as the insure a victory of sorts
if they would not succeed - thus polarizing among the masses those who
would be stupid enough to blame the Jews for Illuminism, Revolution,
Bundism, Socialism or Communism." pp 26
 
"Until the first comprehensive English Translation of the Talmud by Socino
Press (1935-52) appeared, a non-comprehensive translation by M. L.
Rodkinson was the only one in existence. Most scholars utilizing his works
were unaware that he was a sinister personality whose primary efforts to
render portions of the Talmud into English were for the purpose of
disinformation and for providing grist for the anti-Semitic attacks on Jewry
via careful distortion of selected words and mistranslation of Talmudic
passages." pp 131
 
"Consider Stephen Wise, head of the Reform movement in the United States
during World War II. As the slaughter was going on in Europe, Wise was
more interested in his own gratification. Wise was both a Communist and a
Sabbatian. That he was a Communist is attested to by Maurice Malkin, a
member of the Communist Party who returned to Judaism, in his book
Return To My Father's House. Wise was a Sabbatian, as was shown in Helen
Rawlinson's book Stranger At The Party. In her chronicle of a sexual
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encounter with the so-called Rabbi Wise, she describes how Wise had sex
with her in his office on his conference table, and quoted the verse from
Psalms which Sabbatians did when engaged in sexual intercourse." pp 217
 
"Among the Nazi concentration camps of Europe was the 'country club'
Theresienstadt. There the so-called 'Chief Rabbi Of European Jewry,' Leo
Baeck was imprisoned. What he was really doing in Theresienstadt was
presiding as chief Sabbatian of the New Age style destruction of European
Jewry, which Professor Gershom Scholem and other scholars have shown
was a Sabbatian project." pp 222
 
"Those ideological leftists in Israel cannot face a strong Israel because it
means they are helping God. Thus they become partners in their own self-
destruction to 'eliminate the opiate.' When in history has a country
consented not only to surrender its territory to enemies but also to arm them
as well, resulting in the deaths of its own civilians and soldiers, as the Rabin
government did?" pp 168
 
The CFR and the New World Order
 
"This letter, in my opinion, is probably the most important document linking
the Illuminati Sabbatians, Narodnicks, post World War I Internationalists
such as the CFR, the Nazis and the World Government UN Establishment."
pp 43
 
"Of All Gnostic societies and cults, those that posed the greatest threats to
Christianity and Judaism, and have most influenced the course of events of
contemporary history are the Sabbatians and Illuminati-CFR conspirators."
pp 82
 
"The United Nations has Gnostic milennialist overtones, and has shown
time and time again that it is one of the greatest enemies of the Jewish
people and the State of Israel. Most of the diplomats of the UN today are
actually united by Gnostic concepts." pp 91
 
"The World Peace Foundation is merely a Bostonian manifestation of the
hand of the CFR, which in turn embodies the commitments of its founder
Colonel House to Gnostic Illuminism and Socialism, out of which grew the
United Nations." pp 116
 
"Prominent among the Round Table group is the London affiliate of the
Morgan banking interests in New York, known as Morgan, Grenfell & Co. It
was shortly after the Yom Kippur War that Morgan, Grenfell & Co. had
arranged for a $3 billion financial transaction to resupply Syria and Egypt
with armaments." pp 113
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"We should also not forget that Professor Anthony Sutton documents well in
his book Wall Street And The Rise Of Hitler, how the socialist radicals,
members of Colonel House's Council On Foreign Relations - whose
acronym CFR stands for Carnegie, Ford and Rockefeller - consistently
backed Hitler. A CFR founder, John D. Rockefeller sent his best public
relations man, Ivy Lee, to help enhance Hitler's image." pp 216
 
"The CFR elite is, thus, not worried about the future, since they control it on
a global scale." pp 241
 
"The CFR have financed both Hamas and PLO terror, through their own
funds and UN money obtained from US taxpayers." pp 248
 
"The CFR is orchestrating nothing less than the complete destruction of the
Jewish people; depicting religious Jews negatively in the news media,
promoting abortion, homosexuality and moral violations of the Noahidic
Laws, all the way to the salami policy of destroying Israel bit by bit...The
Harry S. Truman Peace Institute of Hebrew University is where PLO
terrorists regularly meet with CFR activists to do the dirty work of
dismantling the State of Israel." pp 244
 
***
 
TO ELIMINATE THE OPIATE
 
Volume II ( TEO II)
 
By Rabbi Marvin S. Antelman
 
 
TEO II was released for sale by Zionist Book Club, Jerusalem, Israel on
February 24, 2002. Write perkins@netvision.net.il Or call (USA) I 877
RABINYY = 7224699 or Israel 1 800 RABINY = 722469 Its table of
contents is as follows:
 
Marx, Hess & Project IscanderBolsheviks. Mensheviks & Russian Jewry
Gnostic Communist Theology The Higher Sabbatian Secrets The Sufi Black
Is Beautiful The Conservative Frankists Of Vienna Solomon "Sheker" The
Divine & Profane Faces of Zionism Reform Comes To America The
Holocaust Sabbatian Burnt Offerings Black Nazis-From Selma to Elma The
CFR Judaism & International Terror Fighting Back
 
Volume I is available from: Rabbi Herbert Gilner 153 Irving Whitney, Texas
76692 254-694-4602
 
TEO II is available from the publisher Perkins@netvision.net.il
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Three recommended sites. The final one proves a Jew can learn politics
from a Christian if he finds agreement in the middle.
http://thetruthonly.tripod.com/TheTRUTHOnly/id46.html
www.pushhamburger.com http://www.dccsa.com/greatjoy/
 
Here is the address to hear David Orbach's moving song, Who Murdered
Yitzhak Rabin.
 
http://artists.mp3s.com/artists/352/david_orbach.html
 
And for all those who have been asking, Agent D's name is Dror Yitzhaki.
He was Shabak head of personnel at Rabin's last rally. He lives in Kochav
Yair and a friend of his tells me, "They got to him the day after the
assassination. He won't say a word about it." I tried. He has an unlisted
number.
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